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Los Angeles 
EDITOR : 

Is it true that Police Officer New- 
ton has retired? I can't imagine Cal- 
tech without him. 

L. J. SIMMONDS 

After 20 wars on the same beat- 
the Caltech campus-Lieutenant A. 
G. Newton left the Institute in June, 
having reached the mandatory re- 
tirement age of 68. Officially he was 
campus security officer, but to gen- 
erations of students, faculty, and em- 
ployees familiar with his jaunty 
stride, his gravelly voice, and his 
all-too-genuine Brooklyn accent, he 
was ''Fig," "Fuzz," or "Flatfoot"-the 
campus cop. At a farewell picnic 

Caltech friends that he  was "down 
in the dumps" about leaving, but he 
was cheered by the fact that "they're 
replacin' me with two men." 

Pasadena 
EDITOR : 

As a coeditor, I was delighted by 
Max Delbruck's favorable review in 
the June issue of Â£6- of "Structural 
Chemistry and Molecular Biology," 
a collation of essays assembled as a 
tribute to Linus Pauling. Professor 
Delbriick asserts that this rather 
gargantuan volume is a bargain at 
the price, which is incorrectly given, 
of $15.00. What a bargain is it then 
a t  the actual price of $10.00? 

on June 28, he told about 200 of his NORMAN DAVIDSON A. G. Newton, campus cop 

Civil Engineers: 
Get the facts on structural design 
of Full-Depth 3 Deep-Strength' Asphalt 
pavements for highways and streets. 
A new and modern pavement design system that incor- 
porates solutions made from extensive computer analy- 
sis, The Asphalt Institute's method uses data from the 
AASHO Road Test, the WASH0 Road Test, British road 
tests and the in-use experience of several states. 

Today, as more states, counties and cities turn to new Full- 
Depth ffi Asphalt pavement* for all their road needs, there 
is a growing demand for engineers with a solid background 
in the fundamentals of Asphalt pavement design, technology 
and construction. 

Start now to prepare yourself for this challenging future. 
Get the latest information on the Thickness Design Method 
developed by The Asphalt Institute. This modern method of 
structural design is based on extensive evaluations with the 
IBM 1620 and the mammoth IBM 7090 computers. How to 
use this method is explained in The Asphalt Institute's Thick- 
ness Design Manual (MS-1). This helpful manual and much 
other valuable information are included in the free student 
library on Asphalt construction and technology now offered. 
Write us today. 
*Full-Depth Asphalt pavement is an Asphalt pavement in which asphalt mixtures 
are employed for all courses above the subgrade or improved subgrade Full-Depth 
Asphalt pavement is laid directly on the prepared subgrade. TA-a mathematical 
symbol used in The Asphalt Institute structural design formula to denote Full- 
Depth. 
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Thickness Design Charts like this (from the MS-1 manual) are 
used in this computer-derived method. This chart enables the 
design engineer quickly to determine the over-all Asphalt pave- 
ment thickness required, based on projected traffic weight and 
known soil conditions. 

I 
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Maryland 20740 1 
Gentlemen: Please send me your free library on Asphalt Con- 1 
struction and Technology, including full details on your new 1 Thickness Design Method. I 
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